The Promise of Applying Systems Theory and Integrative Health Approaches to the Current Psychosocial Stress Pandemic
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Abstract

Background: Chronic stress in Western society may currently be characterized as a public health concern at pandemic levels and may be at risk of crossing a tipping point, as evidenced by major societal unrest. While evolutionary theory, activation of the body’s sympathetic nervous system (SNS) exists to protect the individual by triggering the ‘fight or flight’ response, this response has been observed to be chronically occurring in a significant number of individuals in Western society. This chronically stressed physiological state has been linked to numerous physical health problems, including cardiovascular disease and diabetes, as well as mental health problems such as depression and anxiety, and behavioral problems such as addictions. When considered in the framework of Systems Theory, the multiple levels of stress – including individual, relationship, and societal levels – may be viewed as interacting and thus compounding features of the system. In this context, this paper also briefly discusses the potential benefits of using Integrative Health treatment approaches as a priority to counter the pandemic’s multiple levels of psychosocial stress.

Objective: This paper strives to examine the pandemic of psychosocial stress in Western society in terms of a Systems Theory and Integrative Health framework.

Conclusion: The next logical step in attempting to avoid and abate more disastrous results of the stress pandemic would include examining effective and promising treatments for chronic stress. Therefore, the present paper recommends the pursuit of extensive research into effective treatments for stress, especially examining treatments that take a whole-person or integrative approach.
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Introduction

Twelve years ago, an interdisciplinary team of scientists examined the importance of utilizing systems thinking to predict and manage the next global pandemic [1]. This pandemic was realized in 2020 as COVID-19, one of the most devastating global pandemics in the last 100 years [2]. Studies have already documented the severe mental health stress that this pandemic has created [3]. In the face of a potential pandemic, the team of interdisciplinary scientists outlined steps that could be taken to potentially avert or at least abate the many facets of a consequent public health disaster. The ability to gaze down the road to avert potential disasters in public health is one of the factors that makes science a hidden gem in society. The key is not only the prediction, however, but taking the necessary steps that are recommended.

Chronic psychosocial stress is one such looming potential public health disaster which has reached pandemic proportions [4]. While it is widely accepted that stress is a given in Western society, it is challenging to find statistics delineating its actual prevalence, due to its ubiquity. Chronic stress has been found to be extensive in relation to specific careers such as nursing and medicine [5-7] and law enforcement [8, 9]. Additionally, stress has been studied extensively in college students [10,11], in regard to work [12] and in relation to gender issues [13]. Western society has become so unaware of this chronic stress that workaholism is viewed as a badge of honor rather than a problematic or even addictive behavior. While many individuals boast regarding working a 60-hour workweek in America, this paradigm has taken a significant toll on us as individuals and as a society and may lead to increasingly adverse outcomes [14].

If one asks individuals in Western society if they have stress in their lives, the most likely response is a resounding “Yes”. In fact, a Gallup poll in 2018 found that at least 55% of Americans experienced stress “a lot of the day” compared to 35% globally on the day prior to the poll [15] (see Figure 1). Further, as of 2018, Gallup found that 2017 was the “darkest year for humanity” across the globe, including the highest levels of stress, worry, anger or sadness, and physical pain reported to Gallup since they began the survey in 2005 [15,16]. It is worth noting that this poll was conducted prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has further raised global stress levels considerably, and also prior to the severe societal unrest that has surfaced in the U.S. due to abuse of minorities such as African Americans. Regardless of the source of stress, be it work, family, racial trauma, financial, school, economic or political, it is experienced as chronic and unabating by the majority of individuals in Western society. The question is: How do we as individuals and society as a whole combat
Individual Level

To address stress as ‘the elephant in the room’, so to speak, it is relevant to examine our understanding of individual stress in a historical context. Individual stress is widely accepted as endemic and problematic. Chronic stress is an individual level concern; however, it also impacts people at the relationship and societal levels. Chronic stress is interconnected across multiple levels of modern society, creating hidden cyclical patterns that can emerge as seemingly sudden catastrophic events such as cancer, divorce, economic failure, and severe societal unrest.

Selye first coined the term ‘stress’ in 1936 and defined it as “the non-specific response of the body to any demand for change” [17,18]. Following numerous experiments, Selye found exposing laboratory animals to varying types of physical and emotional stimuli (be it light, sound, heat, cold, or frustration) the results were the same in terms of pathological changes. These problematic changes included stomach ulcerations, shrinkage of lymphoid tissue, and enlargement of adrenals [19-21]. Selye suggested that stressors are actual or perceived threats to the homeostasis of the organism [17,18].

This interrupted homeostasis may be understood in regard to a physiological response in the human body that has served an evolutionary purpose over time, referred to as the ‘fight or flight’ response. Chronic stress places the body in a continuous state of ‘fight or flight’, engaging the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) in which blood pressure and heart rate are elevated and the body’s immune system becomes less functional. Evolutionarily, this system protected humans by propelling them to fight or flee from danger with the assistance of a burst of cortisol and other neurohormones produced in the body. It could be argued, however, that humans have unknowingly convinced their bodies that this unhealthful and keyed up physiological state is necessary for career and life success. Consequently, Western society has a large proportion of over-worked and chronically stressed individuals, resulting in deleterious physiological effects on the human body, human health, and potentially reverberating through the societal system [22-24].

Exposure to chronic stressors has significant negative neurobiological and psychological effects on the individual. First, as McEwen stated, stress can cause an imbalance in the brain’s neural circuitry that, in turn, affects systemic physiology via neuroendocrine, autonomic, immune, and metabolic mediators [25]. Specifically, stress can lead to neuronal atrophy in frontal cortices (particularly the medial prefrontal cortex), the dorsomedial striatum (caudate), and the hippocampus. Additionally, it also results in neuronal hypertrophy in the dorsolateral striatum (putamen) and amygdala [26, 27]. Indeed, research on levels of chronic inflammation measured by inflammatory cytokines and C-reactive protein demonstrates the association between inflammatory dysregulation and stress diagnoses, such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [28].

Further, the effects of chronic stress on humans has been found to not only exist at the physiological level, but have strong associations with mental health challenges, as well. This link between mental health problems and stress has been studied extensively. Specifically, stress shows a significant relationship with depression [29], anxiety [30] and other psychological disorders, including obsessive-compulsive disorder [26]. In addition, acute stress has been linked to antisocial behavior [24]. Recently, in their meta-review, Harvey and colleagues [31] found that the stress of imbalanced job design, occupational uncertainty, and lack of value and respect in the workplace may also contribute to the development of depression and/or anxiety. While work itself may affect stress levels, lack of employment and the
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Figure 1: Growth of Stress in the US (Source: Gallup World Poll 2018)
resulting financial burdens have also been associated with significant stress [32]. The American economic downturn and recession in 2008 was shown to result in substantial job loss for workers, which was linked to individual mental health issues (including an increase in mood disorders, depression, and anxiety), as well as physical health problems such as respiratory and cardiovascular disease [33]. Financial stress due to the current pandemic-associated economic downturn is strongly adversely affecting individual stress levels [3], as well as reverberating throughout society in a systemic manner.

Various demographic factors - such as gender and ethnicity - may affect the degree that stressful life events have an effect on mood, depression, and anxiety. In a sample of 5999 American adults, Assari and Lankarani [34] found a stronger association between stressful life events and major depressive episodes for white men as compared to African American men, but no difference in regard to race for women. Thus, while a potential resiliency factor may exist for African American men versus women, it is likely that other factors affected this surprising result, which needs to be further investigated. Racial discrimination is clearly a stressor for minority populations, especially in the U.S. [35,36]. There are protective factors, though, that assist populations dealing with race-related stress, including social support [37]. Additionally, family-centered programs developed for African Americans provide a stress-buffering effect for this population, especially in regard to couple relationships [38].

Larrieu and Sandi [39] addressed the issue of social rank as a mediator of stress-induced depressive behavior and found that individuals in high dominance positions that might lose rank, key resources, or perceived rewards were particularly at risk for the development of chronic stress-induced depressive behavior. The role that neurobiological mediators may play in the interface between chronic stress and the development of mental health problems has also been examined by Maldonado and colleagues [40], who showed that the relationship between acculturative stress and salivary inflammation indicated risk for anxiety in Latino samples. Additionally, Tafet [41] described the possible interaction of functional changes in certain limbic structures and changes in different monoaminergic systems on stress and depression.

Self-efficacy has also been found to be related to reduced stress levels. One study examining three countries (Germany, Russia, and China), found self-efficacy as a mediator of the effects of daily stressors on mental health, with superior effect sizes for well-being compared to depression. Integrative Health (IH) techniques may also assist in the reduction of stress levels and improve self-efficacy, including in high-stress work such as caregiving. In fact, meditation has been found to increase self-efficacy in caregivers [42,43]. Techniques such as Tai Chi also show relationships with improved self-efficacy [44,45]. Moreover, mantra repetition was found to foster self-efficacy and the management of PTSD [46]. Additionally, yoga was discovered to enhance self-efficacy in stressed individuals [47] and improve self-efficacy, anxiety, and wellbeing in a population of older adults [48].

While the World Health Organization’s (WHO) guidelines [49] for attempting to manage stress in various conditions include strategies such as cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and relaxation techniques, among others, it is certainly not a ‘one size fits all’ scenario regarding handling stress. Li and colleagues [50] conducted a nine-year longitudinal study in the workplace to study the use of stress management interventions (SMI) and found that the psychotherapeutic techniques of cognitive-behavioral therapy and psychodynamic therapy showed promise in treating individual stress. This study found that these psychotherapeutic techniques were effective in improving stress management abilities (a reduction of perceived stress reactivity) and additionally demonstrated a tendency toward a reduction of psychosocial work stress and an improvement in mental health (depression and anxiety). While this is encouraging, a substantial number of individuals are not interested in undergoing psychotherapy for their stress. Thus, it is necessary for society and individuals to have a toolbox of potential stress treatments.

Integrative Health is a wholistic term used to describe the use of complementary and alternative medicine approaches to create “a state of well-being in body, mind, and spirit that reflects aspects of the individual, community, and population.” [51,52]. There are many Integrative Health techniques which have shown promise in easing stress and anxiety, such as yoga [53,54], meditation [55-57] and sound healing methods [58-60]. Moreover, Integrative Health presents a promising approach termed Whole Systems Medicine, which focuses on increasing well-being utilizing a combination of complementary medicine techniques [61,62]. Integrative Medicine tends to take a positive psychology stance in the treatment of depression and stress, including interventions that assist in the promotion of well-being [63,64]. This view addresses the human body as a system rather than addressing merely a problematic symptom such as stress. Due to being in its infancy, this approach is not yet widely accepted in the Western medicine community, however, more research is important to explore the potential healing effects of these combined therapies.

**Relationship Level**

A wholistic or systems approach is also appropriate when considering that chronic stress not only affects the individual, but also affects interpersonal relationships. Indeed, one’s stress not only carries into marriage and family life, but into friendship and work relationships, as well. Moreover, unfortunately children are also affected by chronic stress, due to stressed parents and unrealistic school demands. Further, patterns of chronic stress in childhood may carry into adulthood and this stressed out state may very well continue as the individual progresses through their life [65,66].

Importantly, the individual does not exist in a bubble, but is interdependent with his/her environment. For many, a great deal of daily life is spent in a work setting. Providing for the needs of self and family is necessary and when employment is merely for financial need, rather than viewed as meaningful and enjoyable, stress may be increased exponentially. Indeed, even in meaningful or enjoyable work, it may be challenging to avoid pitfalls and stressors such as over-commitment, office politics, personality conflicts, and tight deadlines.

The worker’s internal conflict felt by the tug of family life may present challenges in this precarious balance. Once work time spills over into family time, this balance tips the stress scales even further. It may translate into a need for continuous ‘checking in’ with oneself through self-examination and with one’s romantic partner via candid discussions to reestablish balance in the relationship and homeostasis in the relationship system.

There are aspects of marriage and family life that may be affected by this precarious balancing act [67-70]. On the level of romantic relationships, partners may feel slighted and hurt when work appears to take priority over or impede the couple’s relationship. Further, a romantic partner’s work stress often spills into the relationship, which may result in the worker being easily annoyed or angered, or perhaps emotionally withdraw completely in order to decompress from the day’s stressors and entanglements. Much as the spouse may try to be understanding, hurt feelings are oftentimes impossible to avoid. The exhausted individual may return home hoping for quiet and solitude; however, the romantic partner may desire quality time and togetherness. This balancing act may get even more complicated when both partners work outside the home and attempt to juggle their given stressors with the desire to bond with their partner.

The challenges that occur within couples due to the interference of work on marital and family life has been called work-to-family conflict and has been found to have a negative association with marital satisfaction in couples [70]. In addition, this negative association is
further amplified when there is also family-to-work conflict, meaning that family demands also encroach on work time [70]. Further complication of this scenario occurs when the couple has children. The child naturally desires and needs time with parents while parents may be too exhausted and stressed to provide quality parenting time.

In addition to relationship challenges, financial stress may place a heavy burden on romantic partners. Financial stress has been linked to individual health problems [71] and has also been examined in the family system. This scenario has been termed the Family Stress Model and recognizes the toll of financial stress on the family, which in turn has been linked to increased conflict in the couple, parental distress, harsh parenting, and behavior problems in children [72]. In addition, the Sociocultural Family Stress Model (SF5) goes further to include cultural and ethnic considerations of additional stress on families, with this model especially intended for particular stress that low socio-economic African American families endure [73]. It has been especially studied in lower-income families and reflects the underlying – and seemingly obvious – strain involved in the scenario of living paycheck-to-paycheck. This stress may include food insecurity and the concern not only regarding the ability to pay monthly bills and expenses, but the very ability to provide basic necessities for the family unit such as food and housing. This extreme end of the financial spectrum exists in far greater numbers than is often recognized. In fact, according to the U.S. government’s 2017 Census report, 12.3% of Americans existed at or below the poverty line [74]. However, even when financial insecurity is not this extreme, the burden of family financial woes – including massive credit card debt and living beyond one’s means – can have a serious impact on the degree of stress in the family.

Certainly, when half of the marital couple team is feeling overly stressed, the romantic partner is affected. Further, the romantic partner’s own challenges – such as addictions or physical or mental health challenges – may place an additional burden of stress on the relationship, with stress further amplified when any of these challenges exist in their children.

Viewing the family as a system is useful in this regard in understanding the interaction and interconnectedness of family members. In Family Systems Theory [75], Bowen posits that the family interacts as a system, in which each member has a particular role to play in the system. Much like a wind chime, the actions of one member affect the feelings and actions of another and each member may take on a specific role, in the manner of a play being performed.

The analogy of a wind chime may be useful when applied to various aspects of the individual’s life in relation to stress. With the individual at the center of the wind chime, work may be one branch of the chime; one’s spouse may be another; children another; finances, physical and emotional health (of self and family) are another; and so on. Thus, the wind chime may be relatively quiet and steady for a period of time until the stormy winds of stress - due to work, financial woes, and so forth - kick up to a high velocity and rattle the chime.

Moreover, systems theory may be characterized as numerous wind chimes in an individual’s life which are lined up and affecting each other. For instance, one’s boss has her own wind chime of family, relationships, and work. At certain times, the family arm of her wind chime creates personal stress for her, thus spilling over into the relationships, and work. At certain times, the family arm of her wind chime creates personal stress for her, thus spilling over into the relationships, and work. At certain times, the family arm of her wind chime creates personal stress for her, thus spilling over into the relationships, and work. The analogy of a wind chime may be useful when applied to the family system. This scenario has been termed the Family Stress Model and recognizes the toll of financial stress on the family, which in turn has been linked to increased conflict in the couple, parental distress, harsh parenting, and behavior problems in children [72]. In addition, the Sociocultural Family Stress Model (SF5) goes further to include cultural and ethnic considerations of additional stress on families, with this model especially intended for particular stress that low socio-economic African American families endure [73]. It has been especially studied in lower-income families and reflects the underlying – and seemingly obvious – strain involved in the scenario of living paycheck-to-paycheck. This stress may include food insecurity and the concern not only regarding the ability to pay monthly bills and expenses, but the very ability to provide basic necessities for the family unit such as food and housing. This extreme end of the financial spectrum exists in far greater numbers than is often recognized. In fact, according to the U.S. government’s 2017 Census report, 12.3% of Americans existed at or below the poverty line [74]. However, even when financial insecurity is not this extreme, the burden of family financial woes – including massive credit card debt and living beyond one’s means – can have a serious impact on the degree of stress in the family.

Certainly, when half of the marital couple team is feeling overly stressed, the romantic partner is affected. Further, the romantic partner’s own challenges – such as addictions or physical or mental health challenges – may place an additional burden of stress on the relationship, with stress further amplified when any of these challenges exist in their children.

Viewing the family as a system is useful in this regard in understanding the interaction and interconnectedness of family members. In Family Systems Theory [75], Bowen posits that the family interacts as a system, in which each member has a particular role to play in the system. Much like a wind chime, the actions of one member affect the feelings and actions of another and each member may take on a specific role, in the manner of a play being performed.

The analogy of a wind chime may be useful when applied to various aspects of the individual’s life in relation to stress. With the individual at the center of the wind chime, work may be one branch of the chime; one’s spouse may be another; children another; finances, physical and emotional health (of self and family) are another; and so on. Thus, the wind chime may be relatively quiet and steady for a period of time until the stormy winds of stress - due to work, financial woes, and so forth - kick up to a high velocity and rattle the chime.

Moreover, systems theory may be characterized as numerous wind chimes in an individual’s life which are lined up and affecting each other. For instance, one’s boss has her own wind chime of family, relationships, and work. At certain times, the family arm of her wind chime creates personal stress for her, thus spilling over into the work branch of her chime. This in turn affects the work chimes of her employee, which the employee carries out to his/her own family. Considering the numerous wind chimes of each individual’s life in this manner assists in viewing the entire system, in which a domino effect may be considered to occur.

Societal Level

On the societal level, stress impacts people in a variety of ways, including financially. Societal economic factors including economic downturns often create a domino effect. For instance, the 2008 economic recession in the U.S. resulted in reduced hospital budgets and spending, translating into reduction in healthcare facilities and medical supply shortages [76]. This placed additional stress on the hospital and healthcare system itself including healthcare workers as well as patients, as they struggled to maintain health in a challenging economy [76]. Thus, a downturn in an economy presents a cyclic challenge and may result in greater numbers of hospitalizations due to individuals who are unable to afford healthcare and who wait until they are in dire need, ending up in the hospital’s emergency room, placing additional stress and strain on the system.

Health insurance coverage is a societal issue that has been debated extensively in recent years and lack of health insurance can be a tremendous individual and societal stressor. Importantly, medical insurance coverage has been linked to financial security, access to – and utilization of – care, management of chronic disease, improved well-being and reported health, as well as reduced mortality rates, according to an article in the New England Journal of Medicine [77]. Conversely, lack of health insurance has been linked to self-reported physical and mental health challenges [78,79]. Additionally, healthcare costs themselves may be a stressor to the individual and to the societal system, even with what may be considered adequate health insurance coverage.

In addition to the societal financial burden of healthcare costs, work-related stress itself places a large financial burden on many countries.

In a study examining several European countries, as well as Canada and Australia, work-related stress was found to cost between US $221 million and $187 billion in 2014, depending upon the country. The majority of the financial losses were due to lost productivity and also included healthcare costs [80].

Additionally, factors such as climate change may increase societal stress and place increased financial burdens on individuals and communities. Climate change’s negative impact on farming has been demonstrated the world over, from Madagascar to the American Midwest, for which farmers and the surrounding communities which they supply are experiencing significant adverse effects of climate change. Even societies which have historically been resilient with regard to stress, such as individuals living in the Ganges Delta area of Bangladesh and India (prone to floods, cyclones, and droughts), have shown issues with adaptation when pushed beyond their limits.

Such environmental concerns have placed increased stress on these societies due to the dependence of their livelihoods on agricultural lands and the increasing instability of these farmlands [81]. There are certain types of farmers who appear to fare better than others with regard to climate change, including those characterized as ‘environmentalist’ who maintain a higher awareness of the changing earth conditions [82]. Additionally, exposure to information and knowledge appears to change farmers’ perceptions regarding climate change and affords them the ability to make necessary changes, as was found for farmers in Chile [83].

Access to knowledge and information regarding challenging or potentially dire circumstances may empower societies and individuals, which may in turn lower stress levels to a certain degree. In fact, empowerment programs (including those that aim to increase knowledge and skills) geared toward groups that experience discrimination (due to gender, ethnicity, disability, and so on) may assist in tempering stress levels [84-86].

Other societal factors associated with feelings of disempowerment may lead to stress, such as living in an inner city. Lower income inner city neighborhoods tend to have increased crime, noise pollution, and lower quality of schools – stressors for individuals residing in these areas. However, merely walking past a green lot in an inner city neighborhood has been found to decrease heart rate significantly, demonstrating that exposure to green spaces may help decrease stress [87]. Thus, while inner city life appears to place an additional stress on inhabitants, programs involving increased exposure to nature and greenery may assist somewhat in the reduction of stress levels [88]. Moving out of an inner city neighborhood entirely appears to significantly improve individuals’ perspective [89,90].
Many people might consider moving out of the city as not economically feasible. Perhaps, though, residence location may be more of a factor in regard to health and stress level than previously thought. In fact, there are regions that have been termed "The Blue Zones of Happiness" which may support the hypothesized link of a relaxed lifestyle to increased health and longevity. Certain cultures and communities, such as those in Sardinia, Italy, have been found to have exceptionally long-lived citizens and comparatively lower levels of chronic disease [91], as well as lower levels of depressive symptomology and higher levels of perceived wellbeing [92]. It has been theorized that this sociocultural difference may be linked to factors including a slower-paced lifestyle as well as strong community involvement, among other factors [92].

In fact, the health and stress level difference associated with the so-called Blue Zone lifestyle might suggest that a shift from a disease model of health to a model of thriving that takes into account stress levels may provide significant benefits [93]. This model of thriving could be said to be encompassed in the Integrative Health model, including principles such as empowerment, access, and holism [94] and also supports a Systems Theory approach.

**Systems Theory and the System of Stress**

This paper presents a discussion of stress and its interplay between the individual and relationships, and at the societal level. Examining the interrelationships among these domains using a multifaceted approach may better support our understanding of the far-reaching consequences of stress, individually and collectively [17,18,95].

Systems Theory (ST), or sometimes called Systems Thinking, is one such multifactorial approach that has been proven effective [96]. Simply put, ST involves examining a concept in regard to its interrelated aspects and features. ST has been applied to many disciplines, including biology, medicine [97-100], health systems [101], psychology [102], social policy [103], public health [1,104], [105], education [106], and economics [107].

ST describes the manner in which the natural world and manmade systems are interconnected, producing what may appear to be unexpected events. These unanticipated events emerge from much smaller events that occur over time, creating hidden interconnected feedback loops that produce dynamic cycles or patterns [108]. However, these events do not always lead to problems. In many cases, these cycles and patterns are part of the system's natural ability to maintain balance and correct issues to avoid system failure. In fact, natural systems such as the human body are capable of self-repair through an intricate set of mechanismic interactions that work together to fix system glitches. However, if numerous human mechanisms are disrupted, the system may decay into disorder, leading to diseases such as cancer and cardiovascular disease as the system is unable to maintain balance. This system of homeostasis occurs in various systems (both natural and manmade) including relationships, communities, the environment, economies, and so on, and at times may involve a precarious balance. Long-term imbalance in the system may create a tipping point that accelerates the decay of the system, which may eventually result in complete system collapse, unforeseen to the preponderance of the population.

The ST approach considers the linkages between the effects of accumulated stressors across a spectrum [109]. ST approaches accept that the effects of stress are not the result of a single factor, rather stress has multi-system effects. These effects are experienced individually on physiological, mental, and emotional levels [109]. Furthermore, ST is inclusive of wider effects such as environmental and societal linkages. Indeed, ST adopts a dynamic rather than linear approach to world problems. It is inclusive of various systems and extends beyond cognitive ideology alone. Rather, it provides a valuable wholistic approach to real world applications.

An open system approach supports the dynamic response between the internal and external environment through bio-feedback loops. This is evident within the biological cycle of stress in the mammalian body. Inflammation has been identified as the pathway between psychosocial stress and health [110]. Stress activates the sympathetic nervous system and hypothalamus pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis. Alterations in HPA axis stress reactivity contribute to allostatic load and have been implicated in ailments including atopic dermatitis, depression, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and childhood cancer [110].

All open systems are comprised of three main components: input, throughput (process), and output [96] (see Figure 2). These interrelationships are a key concept in ST. This interweaving relational web suggests interdependence in contrast to the traditional independent closed system view in which compartmentalization is the norm. As depicted in Figure 3, the interactions between individual factors, environmental factors, constraints, and the ability to adapt and/or optimize are the constituent features of an open system. It further highlights the manner in which this system is embedded within the social, economic, environmental, and societal context within which it resides. This level of complexity poses methodological constraints that are inherently a characteristic of complex systems [96].

![Figure 2: Open System Components and Feedback Loop](image-url)
As contemporary society becomes more complex, a more refined solution set becomes necessary. Therefore, a call for a change in our thinking and approach is necessary and ST supports this evolution because it is inclusive of the bi-directional environmental and societal links to the individual and collective experience. Adopting this view highlights the effects of stress in society through the lens of an ecological model. Not only does it provide a global view, it is a doorway to providing a whole solution approach to those affected by stress. Examples of ST use in scientific studies abound. For example, a recent pilot study by Rocca and colleagues highlights the manner in which a global meta-analysis of how environmental stressors affect the microbiome [111]. Their findings suggest a more global approach is needed in examining patterns in microbiome response. Additionally, this approach has been successful at identifying the trans-relational trauma effects of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) from veterans to their spouses and offspring [112]. ST supports the accounting of the impact not only on the marital relationship but also the parental subsystem. This provides a richer understanding of the role stress plays in the family unit beyond the individual level alone.

In considering contemporary Western society, the ST approach may be quite beneficial. It is clear that current thinking supports the complexity of experience (ontology) and knowledge (epistemology) embedded in contextual systems (societal, cultural, legal, and so on), natural and/or manmade. This type of thinking supports the understanding of feedback loops between the system and the individual. These feedback loops are dynamic and may be positive or negative (Figure 2). This approach facilitates understanding the complex interplay between microsystem and macrosystem and provides a platform for systematic inquiry. Inherently, systems thinking allows one to assess and investigate through a learning system [113,114].

Thus, ST is appropriate and useful for examining the interconnected system of stress in regard to the individual, relationship, and societal levels. This framework is especially useful when we consider that the system may be teetering toward a tipping point due to multiple system failures.

Sites of Potential System Failures and Solutions

Society is currently displaying signs of potential “system failure” in relation to stress, especially in the U.S. These signs are clear and consistent and are evident at various levels:
- Individual level: The individual may be considered to be at the center of the stress system. Dysfunctional coping methods and symptoms of chronic stress may include addictive behaviors and the worsening of mental health challenges.
- Relationship level: Interpersonal and romantic relationship problems include domestic and sexual violence, as well as high rates of divorce, among other relationship problems.
- Societal level: Economic downturns; increases in healthcare costs; racial and societal inequalities as well as violence against minorities, naturally leading to social unrest; as well as high crime rates and mass shootings.

In present day Western society – and especially in the U.S. – there are fundamental issues of modernity that have likely contributed to the current stress pandemic and current system failures. Specifically, Western society has succumbed to excessive materialism, consumerism, and rampant (or perhaps even toxic) individualism [115]. This unhealthy state of being prioritizes financial rewards, consumerism, and power positions over humanistic psychology, placing individuals on the proverbial hamster wheel in continuous pursuit of the next promotion, expensive automobile, and so on.

The current public health system may be ill-equipped to effectively handle this stress-inducing paradigm, which may be evidenced by epidemics of obesity, substance abuse problems, and mental health challenges, as discussed by the World Health Organization (WHO) [116]. Thus, an integrative framework in public health may begin to offer a solution. Such an Integrative Health framework might consider aspects such as the changing state of science and emergent ethics rather than merely maintaining the status quo in the healthcare system [115]. Moreover, in the Global Happiness and Wellbeing Policy Report 2019, leading wellbeing scientists from around the globe call for a public health and education paradigm shift...
utilizing an ecosystem focused upon wellbeing and happiness [117].

Perez-Alvarado and colleagues call for just such a paradigm shift in integrative medicine and propose a Five-Sphere Model to address the challenges faced by Western society and allopathic medicine. Their whole person framework addresses the deficiencies in the present system and includes a consideration of Systems Medicine and Systems Biology. Specifically, they present a model emphasizing the interplay and dynamic interdependency between the physical, mental, spiritual and emotional components of the individual. This type of wholistic model is quite relevant to a discussion on stress as it considers the many factors impacting humans and their stress levels rather than assuming a traditional reductionist view of the individual [118].

Integrative medicine approaches taking a Systems Theory view could benefit by addressing the interplay and interconnectedness of the individual, social, environmental and intergenerational factors to enable wellbeing [119,120]. Additionally, integrative medicine may benefit from systems approaches such as nonlinear dynamic complex systems (NDS) science to address whole systems medicine research [121]. Moreover, an effective integrative medicine approach needs to address health justice issues in public health impacting the individual such as equity, diversity and inclusion [122].

While there are many potential solutions to addressing these sites of system failures, IH endeavors to simultaneously support the creation of wellbeing for the individual and society [51, 52]. In the context of Whole Systems Medicine, IH has extensive promise as evidenced by thousands of research studies [61,62].
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While there are many potential solutions to addressing these sites of system failures, IH endeavors to simultaneously support the creation of wellbeing for the individual and society [51, 52]. In the context of Whole Systems Medicine, IH has extensive promise as evidenced by thousands of research studies [61,62].

The stress interaction and connection among individuals, interpersonal relationships, and society may be currently reaching a tipping point. Events of 2020 and 2021, including COVID-19 and racial trauma, have served to bring societal stress to the surface, a tipping point.

Chronic stress may reasonably be considered at a pandemic level in Western society, particularly in America, with significant negative impact on the individual, relationship, and societal levels. Viewing stress in terms of ST, the interactive effects of stress on these levels becomes clear. Thus, while in-depth discussion of treatments for stress are beyond the scope of the present paper, the next logical step in attempting to avoid and abate more disastrous results of the stress pandemic would include examining effective and promising treatments for chronic stress. Therefore, the present paper recommends the pursuit of extensive research into effective treatments for stress, especially examining treatments that take a whole-person or integrative approach.
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